The Fortunes and the Disasters
// The Fortunate Ones V.S. the Unfortunate Ones

EXTRACTED FROM THE BIOGRAPHY OF VENERABLE MASTER HSU-YUN

A severe earthquake occurred at 12:00AM on January 2nd of 1912 in County Xi-Er of Yuan Nan Province China. Houses and
huts collapsed at once. Many lives were lost. Officials and Buddhist Associations collaborated in the rescue work. I followed to
help, digging up the earth for corps. Five days passed. The total count of the corpses, young and old, were more than eight
hundred, including eighty-four couples dying in their sleep. The most amazing case, in addition to being unusual, was one
couple whom were buried under the rubble remained entirely unhurt after a number of days.
In 1914, an earthquake also happened at the four counties under the prefecture of Da-li (in China), the city had the worst
damage. All the houses and city walls collapsed completely except Buddhists temples and stupas, all of which still stood like
before. When the earthquake occurred, the grounds were shaken open with enormous gaps and fire spewed out. People were
fighting to fleet for their lives. As the earth cracked underneath their feet, their bodies would fall into the cracks. When they were
just about to crawl out from the cracks, the gap closed up on them. Some were chopped in half from waist down; some only had
their heads remained above the ground level. This sight was just like a vivid scene from the hell of blazing fire - too horrible to
look. Citizens more than a few thousand dwelling in the city were affected by this disaster. Very few survived. At that time, there
were two gold stores: one with the last name of Zhao, the store name is Wan-chang(Forever-Prosperous); the other one with the
last name of Yang, the store name is Zhan-ran(Crystal-Clear). When the fire reached their houses, it went out by itself and the
earthquake did not happen there, either. Each family had more than a few dozen people. To one’s surprise, they were not hurt
at all. These two families, who love to give and practiced benevolence, were vegetarians and Buddhists for many generations.
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